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Vive Crop Protection Ranked #196 on Financial Times 2023 List of Americas’ 
Fastest Growing Companies 

TORONTO, Ontario (March 28, 2023) – Vive Crop Protection has ranked no. 196 on the Financial Times 
2023 list of Americas’ Fastest Growing Companies. This prestigious award is presented by Financial 
Times and Statista Inc., the world-leading statistics portal and industry ranking provider.  

“We are thrilled to be recognized as one of Americas’ Fastest Growing Companies by Financial Times,” 
says Darren Anderson, CEO of Vive Crop Protection. “Our growth highlights the success our Precision 
Chemistry™ synthetic and biological solutions are having in the field.”  

The Americas’ Fastest Growing Companies 2023 ranking lists the top 500 companies in the Americas 
that have achieved the highest compound annual growth in revenues between 2018 and 2021. The data 
was collected via desk research in official sources like publicly available earning presentations, investor 
relations, websites, and annual reports. Across 20 countries, over 7,000 public companies were 
examined. 

Based on the results of the study, Vive is ecstatic to be recognized at #196 on the Financial Times list of 
Americas’ Fastest Growing Companies for 2023. This is the second year in a row Vive has ranked on this 
list.  

The awards list was announced on March 28th, 2023, and can currently be viewed on the Financial 
Times website. 

### 

About Vive Crop Protection 

At Vive, we create Precision Chemistry™ that simplifies crop production and delivers real results to 
growers. Powered by Vive's patented Allosperse® Delivery technology, we optimize conventional and 
biological crop inputs for improved product performance from the jug to the field. Learn more at 
www.vivecrop.com. 
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